INSTRUCTIONS:
Automatic Watches:
Automatic watches are powered by self-winding movements, which means
the winding of the main-spring occurs automatically when the wearer moves
his/her arm. However, it is recommended that you manually wind the watch
a few times periodically and especially after periods when the watch has not
been in use. It is also important to adjust the time periodically, as automatic
movements can gain or lose a few minutes per month. These watches never
require battery changes. The exact amount of power remaining in the mainspring is the result of the level of activity of the wearer. Typically, between
24 and 36 hours of reserve power will remain after wearing.

Deployment Buckle:
The system is designed so that you only need to
set the size once. Thereafter, the pushbutton (2)
opens the buckle to put on and take off. You
first need to open the top of clasp (1) so that
strap moves inside of metal bracket. Find the
correct size and allow the prong (3) to fit inside
the proper hole on strap. Then close bracket (1)
on top of leather. Thereafter, use buttons (2) to
open both sides of buckle. Improper set-up/use
will damage the buckle and/or the leather.

ALLDATE:
Setting Time:
Pull crown out and rotate clockwise to current time. Please note the sun/moon indicator at 6 O’clock to determine AM or PM. position.
Setting day/month/date:
To set the day, depress recessed button at 10 O’clock. To set the month, depress
button at 2 O’clock. To set the date, depress button at 4 O’clock. This watch features
a quick-set calendar. The calendar normally advances automatically when the time
approaches 12-pm. The only time you should need to adjust the calendar is if the
month has less then 31 days or if the watch has been left inactive. You can simply
move the hand forward past 12-pm, as many cycles as is required to get the calendar
synchronized, or, you can use the quick-set feature. Never use the quick-set feature
when the time showing on the dial is between 9-pm and 3-am, as this might cause a
mechanical conflict involving the normal automatic advance sequence. If necessary,
advance the hands past 3-am and when you are finished setting the calendar, advance the time to the correct hour/minutes. Keep in mind that the calendar will automatically advance again, at about midnight. Never move the hands backward, more
then a few minutes (30 minutes).
Initiate Power:
Wind crown clockwise 10-15 turns prior to wearing. (See General Care below).
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ALLDATE GB & SB
Setting Time:
Pull crown out and rotate clockwise to current time. Return crown to original position.
Setting Year/Month:
To set the year, depress the recessed button at 10 O’clock position. To set the month,
depress the button at the 2 O’clock position.
Setting Day/Date:
To set the day, depress the recessed button at 8 O’clock position. To set the date, depress button at 4 O’clock position. Do not adjust between 9Pm and 3AM to prevent
damage to the movement.
Initiate Power:
Wind crown clockwise 10-15 turns prior to wearing. (See General Care below).

DATEVUE:
Setting the Time:
Pull crown out and rotate the hands to current time. Return crown to original position.
Setting Calendar:
Depress recessed button at the 2 O’clock position. Each time you depress the button,
the calendar will advance one day. This watch features a quick-set calendar. The
calendar normally advances automatically when the time approaches 12-pm. The only
time you should need to adjust the calendar is if the month has less then 31 days or if
the watch has been left inactive. You can simply move the hand forward past 12-pm,
as many cycles as is required to get the calendar synchronized, or, you can use the
quick-set feature. Never use the quick-set feature when the time showing on the dial
is between 9-pm and 3-am, as this might cause a mechanical conflict involving the
normal automatic advance sequence. If necessary, advance the hands past 3-am and
when you are finished setting the calendar, advance the time to the correct
hour/minutes. Keep in mind that the calendar will automatically advance again, at about
midnight. Never move the hands backward, more then a few minutes (30 minutes).
Initiate Power
Wind crown clockwise 10-15 turns prior to wearing. (See General Care below).
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DAYVIEW:
Setting the Time:
Unscrew crown counter-clockwise. Pull crown out two clicks and rotate clockwise to
current time. Please note that day and date will change when you pass 12AM
(midnight). This watch features a quick-set calendar. The calendar normally advances
automatically when the time approaches 12-pm. The only time you should need to
adjust the calendar is if the month has less then 31 days or if the watch has been left
inactive. You can simply move the hand forward past 12-pm, as many cycles as is
required to get the calendar synchronized, or, you can use the quick-set feature. Never
use the quick-set feature when the time showing on the dial is between 9-pm and 3-am,
as this might cause a mechanical conflict involving the normal automatic advance
sequence. If necessary, advance the hands past 3-am and when you are finished setting
the calendar, advance the time to the correct hour/minutes. Keep in mind that the
calendar will automatically advance again, at about midnight. Never move the hands
backward, more then a few minutes (30 minutes).
Setting the Date:
Unscrew crown counter-clockwise. To set date, pull crown out one click and rotate
clockwise to current date. To set day, rotate counter-clockwise. Return crown to original
position.
Initiate Power:
Wind crown clockwise 10-15 turns prior to wearing. (See General Care below).
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DUALTIMER:
Setting the Time:
Both times are controlled by the single crown. Pull crown out. To set time at 9
o’clock position, rotate crown clockwise to correct time. Both time zones should
be moving. To set time at 3 o’clock position, rotate crown counter-clockwise to
correct time. The hour hand & minute hand will change at the 3 o’clock position,
the minute hand will change at the 9 o’clock position, but the hour hand at 9
o’clock position will remain fixed.
Setting the Date:
To set date of month, press bottom button located at 8 O’clock until current
date in indicated. (See General Care below).
Initiate Power
Wind crown clockwise 10-15 turns prior to wearing. (See General Care below).

MECHANICA:
Setting the Time:
Pull crown out and rotate clockwise to correct time. Return crown to
original position.
Initiate Power:
Wind crown clockwise 10-15 turns prior to wearing. (See General
Care below).
Please note:
This section applies to all automatic (self-winding) skeletal models,
including those with the small sweep second hand at the sub-dial
(6:00) position.
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SKYTIMER HAND-WINDING SKELETON
This is similar to the automatic winding skeleton except due to the
greatly reduced size, it is wound manually by hand.
Setting:
Pull crown out and rotate clockwise to advance current time. Return crown to
original position when finished.
Please note:
Only turn the hands clockwise when setting. Wind clockwise with crown fully in
and do not over-wind. When the turning becomes slightly tighter, it is fully
wound and should provide about 24 hours of power between windings.
(See General Care below).
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DIPLOMAT SERIES 6-HANDS WITH BIG DATE
This unit features the month, day-of-week and 24-hrs in three sub displays with a two digit big date at the 12:00 position.
Setting:
Pull crown out and rotate clockwise to advance current time. Return crown to
original position when finished.
Please note:
Do not operate the date button (located at 2:00) when the time showing is between 9-PM and 3-AM. Only turn the hands clockwise when setting. The 24-hr
display (at 6:00) is calibrated to the same time showing on the large hour hand
and is not adjusted.
Setting Big Date:
This will advance automatically as the time showing approaches midnight. The
button on the upper right (at 2:00) will advance the date rapidly, once for each
press. The register goes up to 39 before returning to 00. There are no dates 3239 or 00. The register must therefore be reset after the new month begins.
Setting the Month:
The month wheel does not advance automatically. It is manually advanced at the
beginning of the new month by pressing the button located at the lower right
(4:00 position) twice for each advance.
Initiate Power:
Wind crown clockwise 10-15 turns prior to wearing. (See General Care below).

Quick-set Calendars:
The calendar normally advances automatically when the time approaches 12-pm. The only time you
should need to adjust the calendar is if the month has less then 31 days or if the watch has been left
inactive. You can simply move the hand forward past 12-pm, as many cycles as is required to get the
calendar synchronized, or, you can use the quick-set feature. Never use the quick-set feature when the
time showing on the dial is between 9-pm and 3-am, as this might cause a mechanical conflict involving
the normal automatic advance sequence. If necessary, advance the hands past 3-am and when you are
finished setting the calendar, advance the time to the correct hour/minutes. Keep in mind that the
calendar will automatically advance again, at about midnight. Never move the hands backward, more
then a few minutes (30 minutes).

General Care — All watches:
Always keep the setting-stem ('crown') closed when not adjusting. Never attempt to adjust the watch,
or press any buttons if moisture is present on the case. Water-resistant watches are designed to be
protected from damage due to exposure with water. However, it is not recommended that these
watches be intentionally submerged in water or exposed to moisture. If exposed to salt or chlorine
water, fresh water should be sprinkled on the watch and then dried off.
These are delicate mechanical instruments. While shock protected, they should not be subjected to
excessively rough conditions. If the crystal (lens) cracks or breaks, have the watch serviced at once.

